
St. Nicholas, whose feast day is celebrated on December 6, is well known as the true inspira<on for the beloved 
Christmas figure of Santa Claus. LiBle is known about the historical Nicholas, who in the fourth century CE was 
the bishop of Myra, a Greek city in what is now Turkey. However, there are many stories and legends that 
explain his reputa<on as a just and righteous man, a benevolent giver of giJs, and a miracle worker. 

Saints were usually associated with miracles. These are oJen apocryphal tales, oJen with a strong 
supernatural element. Santa Claus has a selec<on of great miracles that are told as part of his story. 

One of the most popular legends about Nicholas is also that the saint, who is said to have come from a wealthy 
family, secretly helped a poor man with three daughters. The father could not provide proper dowries for the 
girls to marry, and without husbands to support them, they might have been forced to turn to pros<tu<on. 

Learning about the situa<on, Nicholas secretly slipped a bag of gold coins through the family’s window while 
they were sleeping. He later leJ a second bag of coins, and likewise, for the third daughter, at which point, the 
legend says, the father, who had waited up all night, “caught” Nicholas red-handed in his giJ-giving. But 
Nicholas made him promise to keep the secret. The story is likely the explana<on for why the modern 
Christmas character of Santa Clause brings his giJs for children under the cover of night. 
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Many people know that St. Nicholas is the patron saint of children, but they may not know why he has that 
<tle. There is a grisly legend which says that during a famine in Myra, three young boys were lured into a 
butcher’s shop, where they were killed and then brined in a wooden barrel with the inten<on of being sold as 
“ham.” The good bishop worked a miracle, bringing the pickled children back to life and saving them from a 
gruesome fate.   This story became the subject of many portrayals of Nicholas in art, especially during the 
Middle Ages. Some people believe depic<ons of Bishop Nicholas with the three boys led to his reputa<on as a 
protector of children. 
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One of many miracles aBributed to St. Nicholas happened at sea, as he travelled aboard a boat to the Holy 
Land. Nicholas is a patron saint of sailors and travellers because he calmed the stormy waters that threatened 
their lives. 
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St Nicholas of Bari banishing the Storm 1433–1435 
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His patronage of the falsely accused can be aBributed to an early story about his rescue of three innocent men 
moments before their execu<on. It is said that St. Nicholas, then bishop of Myra, boldly pushed away the 
execu<oner’s sword, released the men from their chains, and angrily reprimanded a juror who had taken a 
bribe to find them guilty. 
St. Nicholas is a unifying figure among Catholics and Orthodox Chris<ans, since both groups venerate the saint. 
But he is incredibly important in the Russian Orthodox Church, where he is known as St. Nicholas the 
Wonderworker for the many miracles aBributed to him both during and aJer life. To the Orthodox, Nicholas is 
principally honoured for his quali<es as a holy bishop and good shepherd of his people. 
In their weekly liturgical cycle, which dedicates different days of the week to Jesus Christ and other saints, only 
three are specifically named: Mary, the Mother of God, John the Forerunner (known to Catholics as John the 
Bap<st), and St. Nicholas. 
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Nicholas did not leave behind any theological wri4ngs, but when he was made a bishop, he is credited with 
saying, that “this dignity and this office demand different usage, in order that one should live no longer for 
oneself but for others.” 
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Most people know that Nicholas’ feast day is celebrated on Dec. 6, the day he died in the year 343, but for East 
Slavs, as well as the people of Bari, Italy, May 9 is also an important day of celebra<on. 
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